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CLIENT

Arysta LifeScience is a leading crop protection and life 

science company managing a portfolio of more than 

200 active ingredients. Operating in more than 125 

countries worldwide, Arysta LifeScience is focused on 

helping customers cultivate business growth through the 

development, marketing and distribution of innovative 

chemical solutions for the agroscience and health and 

nutrition science marketplace. 

CHALLENGE

EVEREST® was a key herbicide product within the 

Arysta LifeScience portfolio. Featuring flucarbazone, a 

cornerstone active ingredient, EVEREST® had garnered 

strong perception issues with its formulation which 

negatively impacted market share. With a new product 

formulation — EVEREST® 2.0 — Arysta wanted to 

rebrand and rebuild its reputation.



RESULTS

The new brand of EVEREST® 2.0 and its accompanying campaign was 

met with positive feedback from the field, internal Arysta LifeScience 

staff, retailers and agronomists, and most importantly growers.

The unique approach in the marketplace cut through the clutter of 

traditional advertising campaigns and generated interest. Spikes in 

visits to the EVEREST® 2.0 product page on the Arysta LifeScience 

North American website proved that growers were paying attention 

and researching the product. Independent bloggers in agriculture 

spoke to the strength of a “strong agronomically focused campaign,” 

and media channels through out the United States picked up the story 

of EVEREST® 2.0.

Stratus research revealed that EVEREST® 2.0 (flucarbazone) saw 

a substantial gain in market share, moving EVEREST® 2.0 from the 

number 23 position to number 3 – suggesting that the messaging 

combined with the strength of the new formulation was impactful in 

achieving target sales.

APPROACH

The EVEREST® brand was a known entity with Arysta, 
dating back to the company’s inception as Arvesta. 
Rather than abandoning the brand entirely, Woodruff 
recommended capitalizing on its equity by boldly 
remarketing the product in such a way as to engage 
early adopters as well as convert lapsed users. 

Woodruff developed a creative campaign to speak 
to a new standard for the “next generation of weed 
control.” By focusing heavily on agronomic benefits, 
the campaign engaged the audience by speaking 
efficiently to the evolution of the product. 

An unforgettable multi-channel, multi-media campaign 
was launched, starting with a teaser campaign. 
Featuring sleek, clean, and simple creative, the 
campaign created buzz and excitement in the 
marketplace by highlighting the strong advantages 
of the new formulation with hard-hitting agronomic 
benefits and an angle of innovation.


